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Caring, Working, Living Panel 
 

 30th January 2020 
 
 

Attendees:  

GMCVO and GMCC: Liz Atkinson, Rebecca Harris, Vicky Maher; Janice Drew; Clare Clark 

Employers: Paul Vicario (Engie); Tara Phillips (Altum HR); Kate Sturman (Trafford Council); 
Daniel Clarke (Stockport Council); Emma Harrison (Manchester City Council) 

Employment Support Organisations: Rhonda McPhail (Christians Against Poverty); Donna 
Denston (Volition) 

Returners: IW; KR; TH 
 
Other: Ceri Hughes (University of Manchester)  
 
Apologies: SK (Returner); Iain Forrest (Stockport Homes); Jack Armstrong (Get Oldham 
Working); Lynn Fletcher (Laing O’Rourke)  
  
 
Initial thoughts on flexible jobs boards: 

Caring, Working, Living presented the Panel with three examples of flexible jobs boards 
and asked for initial thoughts. Only a few members of the panel had seen these flexible jobs 
boards before, with some questioning how they are promoted.  

Employers considered the process of advertising on a flexible jobs board, questions were 
raised about algorithms; whether certain employers are favoured; and how posting on the 
flexible jobs board affects resourcing levels.  

These flexible jobs boards were then compared to more generic jobs boards. The Panel 
discussed how these lacked detail on flexible working; were cluttered; had duplication of 
jobs across multiple boards; and poor filters. Returners discussed how this makes it difficult 
to find jobs that match their needs and skill set. They felt that jobs board postings don’t 
favour soft skills; skills gained whilst being a carer or parent; or other activities they have 
undertaken on their career break. The Panel reflected that job searching is an unpleasant 
experience if you don’t know where employers advertise their roles. There are a lot of jobs 
boards to navigate, which contain a large amount of roles. 
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The Panel then discussed how these flexible jobs boards were regulated, as some included 
jobs with zero-hour contracts, which the group considered to be unfavourable. 

 

Using jobs boards: 

Returners use jobs boards to a varying degree. They discussed how they saw a lot of 
duplication on the job sites. One Returner discussed their experience using a recruitment 
agency: they felt they had been used for their personal data having submitted a CV and not 
hearing back. Returners reflected on the limitations they faced during job searching around 
carers allowance; alternative care costs; and the hours they can work. Returners 
highlighted the importance of flexibility in training as well as the job role. They discussed 
how being a carer could feel very isolating, and that each of their caring experiences is very 
different.  

Employment Support Organisations noted that when they recommend a jobs board to their 
beneficiaries they take into account their level of IT skills and internet access; this is not 
something everyone has. They highlighted jobs boards they would and wouldn’t 
recommend. They discussed setting up alerts for their beneficiaries which allows them to 
filter by the hours they can work as well as by geographic area. When supporting 
beneficiaries with job searching, they discussed how beneficiaries have a lot of tenacity to 
keep searching when getting poor results. They recommend searching for key words rather 
than job titles. Manchester City Council raised the issue of having strict standards relating 
to living wage which has meant there are a limited number of jobs in their bulletin. Issues 
were raised around jobs boards including that poor jobs boards generate a lot of spam; 
uncertainty as to whether some jobs are real; poor results such as low skilled jobs and jobs 
beyond the geographical area specified in the search. They also discussed that online 
applications are impersonal and advise people to engage with the employer in person as 
well as submitting a CV or application. 

Employers discussed how clients can pay up to £5,000 to advertise on some jobs boards, 
so expect the very best calibre. They also discussed the use of LinkedIn for both 
advertising roles and sourcing candidates: which could be a hindrance to parents and 
carers who may not have accounts or don’t use it for this purpose. The employers 
highlighted there was also an increase in ‘refer a friend’ schemes where organisations offer 
compensation for the referral. Employers use their own websites to advertise internal 
positions. Another employer used Indeed and their own website to advertise roles and 
some roles were recruited through subcontractors. There was a discussion about the 
definition of flexibility and the different ways it can be delivered. There are different levels 
and flexibility for one person can mean something totally different to another person. It 
could mean being flexible to that person at a time when they need it. 
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Creating the perfect flexible jobs board: 

Returners began by highlighting features they would want to see such as a tick box to 
indicate that a job is suitable for carers. A Returner noted that a lot of the part-time roles on 
jobs boards were evenings or weekends, which may not be suitable for a parent or carer.  
Additionally, Returners discussed seeing zero-hour contracts included as flexible working. 
Returners discussed wanting clarification on how the jobs boards were defining flexible 
working and also wanting more detail on the flexible working options the employer could 
offer e.g. information about whether term-time roles could be based on when his children 
are out of school or the borough he would be working in. Returners discussed wanting to 
see this recognised on a policy level and local government level so that there are standards 
and accreditations in place. The needs of Returners must be recognised beyond 
recruitment.  

Returners discussed finding it difficult to use search engines to search for their needs. They 
wanted a demonstration from employers that they understand carers have a variety of 
knowledge, skills and experience; they understand their restrictions and can demonstrate 
this understanding in practice. They reflected that they wanted evidence that the employer 
was interested in the experiences they’ve had during their career break, not just past work 
experience. Returners discussed how the generic jobs boards only advertise for the 
average person.  

Employment Support Organisations discussed the different kite marks available that could 
be searched for such as Disability Confident or the Greater Manchester Good Employment 
Charter. They also discussed that jobs boards need more specific filters to help people find 
the best roles e.g. capturing the availability of public transport. They highlighted how it can 
be time consuming and disheartening to search through all the private platforms. 

Employers discussed how the flexible jobs boards could include a list of potential flexible 
working options with definitions. You would then have a standardised system for what is 
regarded as ‘flexible’ and the options would be ticked e.g. compressed hours, job share, 
flexi-time etc. (but a definition for each would be provided so that it was consistent between 
employers). They discussed how this would be useful on the jobs boards they already use 
e.g. flexi-time on Indeed could be totally different from one job to another. It was also 
highlighted that employers should think about flexibility at job design stage.  

One employer highlighted the recently produced Greater Manchester Working Carers 
Toolkit which prompted them to look at what they offer carers. Employers also discussed 
how flexibility is sometimes requested, rather than offered. i.e. the employer demands 
flexibility/shifts may change at short notice. A jobs board would need to make sure the point 
of it was to offer flexible roles, not advertise roles demanding flexibility. Equally, if there are 
core hours, this needs to be made clear. Values-based recruitment was also discussed and 
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whether this could be identified on jobs boards as a way of encouraging applications from 
people who may have been out of work and could benefit from interviews that do not solely 
focus on recent paid experience, but on values. 

 

Is there a case for a Greater Manchester (GM) flexible jobs board?  

The Panel highlighted the positives of having a GM flexible jobs board. It was felt that this 
would be more beneficial than what currently exists for people looking for flexible roles. It 
could be a means of getting all the information out there onto one platform that can address 
flexible jobs for a wider target audience.  

The Panel discussed that a GM flexible jobs board could make flexible working 
opportunities more visible, reinforcing the work of the GM Good Employment Charter. It 
would also be a good place to promote those employers that provide flexible working.  

The Panel highlighted that a GM flexible jobs board would also be beneficial to other 
marginalised groups. However, employers would need to be prepared to support people 
with additional support needs. Employers highlighted that advertising on a GM flexible jobs 
board could improve the diversity of their workforce, attracting individuals that wouldn’t have 
otherwise applied.  

It was suggested that having a GM flexible jobs board could make employers consider 
flexibility at the job design stage, thus increasing the prevalence of flexible roles. 

The Panel also considered concerns they would have with a GM flexible job board. They 
highlighted concerns around the filtering process due to the amount of jobs out there. It was 
raised that an employer could be dismissed early if the job role doesn’t meet the needs of 
some of the potential candidates: employers would need to mention that they are happy to 
negotiate different flexible working options so that potential candidates don’t deselect 
earlier.   

There was a discussion regarding the need to ensure that a GM flexible jobs board doesn’t 
discriminate against any different groups, which would be important when considering the 
name of the jobs board. The flexible job board would require a good understanding of what 
a carer is, this can be difficult.  

The Panel considered how jobs would be uploaded, as employers may be discouraged by 
additional work and the impact on resourcing. An attendee also highlighted that national 
organisations sometimes have their HR departments outside of GM, and considered 
whether they would prioritise a regional jobs board.  
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The Panel highlighted concerns around how a GM flexible jobs board would be governed. 
An attendee suggested using a similar system to Glassdoor, using employee’s testimonials. 
It was stressed that there would need to be a range of roles at different skill levels that can 
be worked flexibly, not just traditional low-skilled, part-time roles. 

The Panel discussed key features they would like to see, including the ability to search for 
employers using accreditation schemes such as Disability Confident; inclusion of 
information around transport links; definitions of flexible working. 

 

Next Meeting: March 2020 

If you would be interested in hosting or attending the next Caring, Working, Living panel, 
please email rebecca.harris@gmcvo.org.uk  

mailto:rebecca.harris@gmcvo.org.uk

